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1 Abstract
Goal: Face Alignment and 3D Face Reconstruction
Challenge: Recent methods based on CNN typically aim to learn parameters of 3D Morphable Model
(3DMM) from 2D images to render face alignment and 3D face reconstruction. Most algorithms are
designed for faces with small, medium yaw angles, which is extremely challenging to align faces in
large poses. At the same time, they are not efficient usually.The main challenge is that it takes time
to determine the parameters accurately.
Contribution: This paper proposes a efficient network structure through Depthwise Separable Con-
volution and Muti-scale Representation and dual attention mechanisms together.
For training, two loss functions are used to constraint and optimize 3DMM parameters and 3D ver-
tices. We finally provide a light-weighted framework which can produce dense face alignment and 3D
reconstruction results with strong robustness to large poses, illuminations and occlusions.
Comparison on the challenging AFLW2000-3D and AFLW datasets shows that our method achieves
significant performance on both tasks of 3D face reconstruction and face alignment.

2 Peoposed Method
In [1], the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) which describes the 3D face space with PCA is proposed. It
is expressed as follows:

S = S +Aidαid +Aexpαexp (1)

the face S can be projected onto the 2D image plane with the scale orthographic projection. This
process can be expressed as follows:

V = f ∗ Pr ∗R ∗
(
S +Aidαid +Aexpαexp

)
+ t (2)

Putting them together, we have in total 62 parameters P = [f, pitch, yaw, roll, t, αid, αexp] for 3D face
reconstruction. Following [2], we employ the Weighted Parameter Distance Cost (WPDC) to supervise
the model training where The basic idea is explicitly modeling the importance of each parameter. We
make use of Wing Loss to constrain 3D face vertices.

3 Network Structure
Based on Mobilenetv2 [3], we design a novel and efficient network structure named Mobile-FRNet
which transfers the input RGB image into parameters. It applies depthwise separable convolution,
muti-scale representation, we introduce a lightweight attention mechanism for space and channel
dimensions respectively as in [4].The Mobile-FRNet architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The details of MobileBlock and Network Architecture

The convolution layers of a set of filters and SGE Module are called MobileBlock in Figure 1. We
introduce multi-scale representation [5], these smaller filter groups are connected similar to residuals.

4 Experiments
Follow the work [2], we choose baseline meth-
ods including 3DDFA, 3DSTN, DeFA, Nonlinear
3DMM, DAMDNet to evaluate the face alignment
performance.

Table 1: Performance comparison on AFLW2000-
3D(68 landmarks) and AFLW (21 landmarks).

Figure 2: Performance on all points with both the
2D (left) and 3D (right) coordinates.

We also compare our dense alignment result with
other baseline methods on the task of dense align-
ment in Figure 2.

Figure 3: 3D reconstruction performance on
AFLW2000-3D dataset.

We employ NME to evaluate our method on
the task of 3D face reconstruction. We choose
baseline methods including 3DDFA, DeFA, Mo-
bileNet_v2 in Figure 3.
The experimental network structures include
ResNeXt50, MobileNetV2, DenseNet121 and our
proposed Mobile-FRNet. Params and GFLOPs
with the different network structures in Table 2.

Table 2: different network structures.
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